The earth in soul-centered astrology
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The planet Earth is the Soul-centred ruler of the sign Sagittarius. We can find the Earth's
position on a chart if we count 180 degrees from the natal position of the Sun. For instance,
assume you have the Sun positioned on 21 st degree of Leo, than Earth will be found 21 st
degree of Aquarius. It is an opposition. The Earth's position, in a chart, represents the concrete
path the individual has to pass along in each incarnation. With each incarnation you learn, from
practical experiences, which areas you are able to influence others. Earth is the synthesis
between our animal nature and the Soul. The big conflict between the two takes place where his
position in a chart lies. The field of experience, where she falls, show us the battleground to be
redeemed. The arrows of Sagittarius target the field where Earth is found! The Sun represents
the “creative d.n.a”, we bring into each incarnation in life. The Earth, opposite to him,by position,
points where this creativity has to be expressed. In the area where Earth is placed, we find in
which way to service humanity. Saturn works in parallel with Earth, being both of the same
mental nature and linked by the Law of Karma. If we find Earth in Pisces, it means the Sun is in
Virgo, this position will indicate the outer field of service of Virgo. It will give, to the visionary and
idealistic Pisces, a touch of practicality.It will clear up the glamorous desires nature and
establishing more equilibrium in the Loving nature. True Love might be experienced with Earth
in Pisces. Our duties, our responsibilities, our dharma in life, are hidden in the Earth's position.
Where the arrows land, is where his field is revealed. The Earth's environment, which is the
physical side of the planet Earth, must be ameliorated, the majority is aware of it! Sound actions
must be taken to save the planet, as soon as possible. What most of people doesn't realize, is
that our behaviour,our negative thoughts, negative emotions, especially angriness, produces a
violent reaction on the ethereal field of our planet. All negativities are stored in the ethereal
shield which wraps the cortex of our planet. At a certain point these negativities become
concrete, producing disasters, cataclysms, earthquakes, etc... Ponder on this
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